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Lead price retreats from testing top end of ‘middle ground’ trading
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● Pandemic exit rally from 4½-year lows around $1,600/t in May 

2020 to 3-year highs above $2,400/t in 2021 H2. 

● Start of war in Ukraine drags price up to fresh 4-year high in early 

spring 2022 above $2,500/t.

● Late spring/early summer sell-off sees price tumble to 1½-year 

low, dipping below $1,900/t in July.

● Price regained some lost ground in late summer trading to 

$2,100s.

● But down again in recent trading below $2,000.

● In longer-term perspective, price has retreated from testing higher 

end of ‘middle ground’ trading - $1,800-2,400/t.

● Price has typically traded in this ‘middle ground’ since much bigger 

swings seen in 2007-2008.

DATA: LME
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* September 2022 only includes 1 September data.



Big ‘macro’ drivers pull all LME metals around, but lead on less volatile path
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● Early spring LME metals rally driven by big ‘macro’ drivers:

o Upside supply risk inflation fears fuelled by war in Ukraine.

o Strongest rally in nickel, followed by aluminium and zinc, less marked in 

others. Russian supply reliance and energy hit relevance for each metal. 

● Late spring LME metals retreat driven by big ‘macro’ drivers :

o Inflation concerns switch from upside supply risk to downside demand risk.

o Greater recession risk, particularly in Europe.

o Big economic hit of Covid-19 lockdowns in China.

o Stronger US dollar on more aggressive US Fed tightening.

● Late summer price revival as investors ‘flip’ back to supply rather 

than demand risk inflation concerns.

● Prices ‘flopping’ again by late August switching back to demand 

over supply risk.

● ‘Steadier’ lead price path due to:

o Smaller lead market imbalances than in other LME metals.

o Relative illiquidity discourages excessive investor participation.

● In longer-term, ‘steadier’ lead price holds up well in LME metals 

pack.

DATA: LME
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Modest global lead imbalances mask bigger regional lead imbalances
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● Global lead market tightened in 2021 on bigger demand than 

production ‘pandemic exit’ rebound.

● Tighter again this year, with consumption growth slowing to a 

crawl, but production actually edging lower.

o Demand - big Chinese Q2 hit from lockdowns, ex.China staying resilient. 

Battery supply chain switch from ‘just-in-time’ to ‘just-in-case’.

o Output - Q2 dip in ‘virus-hit’ China. Ex.China smelters full of feed, but 

squeezed by higher energy-led operating costs. Stolberg smelter still out. 

● Modest 2021-2022 global lead market imbalances nothing new:

o ‘Closed loop’ cycle in lead. Big portion of lead use driven by replacement 

battery demand that after a lag provides scrap to fuel recycled supplies.

o Greater importance of ‘closed loop’ cycle over primary supplies typically 

smooths lead market imbalances through each medium-term business 

cycle.

o Market imbalances in other LME metals typically bigger due to more 

economic cycle-driven demand and more primary-driven supplies.

● Recent lead deficits materialising on a world ex.China basis, in 

contrast to larger Chinese surplus. Chinese arb and exports key in 

determining degree of tightening outside vs inside China.

DATA: S&P Global, CRU

* Balance excluding net Chinese exports.
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Chinese lead exports up from 2010s trickle, still way down from 2000s flood
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* SHFE-LME cash price export arbitrage, which is the export price (LME cash net export duty (0%), VAT (13%) and VAT rebate (0%)) minus SHFE cash price.

● Export arb widened last summer to this spring, with higher LME 

price and more sideways SHFE price.

● Exports rose to a November 2021 peak, the highest month since 

May 2007, just before 10% export duty imposed in June 2007.

● Export duty removed in 2017, but export arb window remained 

largely shut until 2021 H2.

● 2021 exports highest since 2007, with 49% staying within Asia, but 

39% shipped to the USA and 12% to Europe.

● Export arb closed this summer on LME price drop and still 

sideways SHFE price moves.

● But not before big June outflow. 2022 H1 exports close to 2021 H2 

total, with 53% to Asia, 34% to the USA and 13% to Europe.

● China to stay modest net exporter, driven by tighter US-led 

ex.China market and easier domestic market. Arb mostly open.

DATA: S&P Global, LME, SHFE, CRU
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● Flows from South Korea driven by Korea Zinc’s Onsan smelter and 

from Australia by Trafigura’s Port Pirie smelter.

● Most South Korean refined lead exports stay within Asia, but also a 

notable flow to the USA since the closure of Doe Run’s 

Herculaneum smelter in 2013.

● South Korean shipments to the USA have fallen from the 2017 

high (126,921 t) to a 2019 low (57,308 t) before rising again.

● South Korean 2022 ytd exports are down 4,623 t y/y to 113,624 t, 

but still up 14,716 t y/y to 39,663 t to the USA.

● Australian refined lead exports have fallen since the mid-2010s, 

largely reflecting lower Port Pirie output in South Australia.

● Australian shipments to the USA have picked up in recent years as 

new Port Pirie owner Trafigura looks to ship more metal there.

● Australian 2022 ytd exports are up only 933 t y/y to 56,982 t, but 

39,608 t to the USA, up 20,921 t y/y and 70% of the total. 

● Both countries no longer shipping to China due to the closure of 

the import arb and the opening of the export arb.

DATA: S&P Global

Outside China, Korea and Australia also key lead exporters, notably to the USA

* Year-to-date (ytd) is January to July. ** Year-to-date (ytd) is January to June. 
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USA short of lead, big jump in premia to import more metal
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● Tighter US lead market due to sustained demand strength and 

lengthening list of local smelter exits (Florence, Belledune…)  

● Market still tight in 2022, with lead demand holding up and local 

supplies struggling to keep up.

● US imports have been rising in response to local supply shortfall. 

2021 imports rose to second highest, only beaten by 2017 record. 

● US 2022 H1 imports up another 13% y/y. Biggest rises coming 

from across Pacific, notably South Korea, China and Australia.

● US battery imports also higher, with automotive and industrial up 

18% and 26% y/y respectively in 2022 H1.

● Having jumped last year, spot premia remain elevated this year, 

with higher logistical costs along supply chain.

● 2022 spot premia more than triple May 2020 low of 6 ¢/lb.

● 2022 contract premia doubled y/y, similar to doubling in 2013 

ahead of Doe Run shutting Herculaneum smelter.

DATA: S&P Global, CRU

* Basis is delivered mid-west USA for secondary lead. ** Year-to-date (ytd) is January to June.
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European market tighter into spring, but easier over summer, premia & imports up
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● European lead market tightened last summer on Stolberg smelter 

shut and sustained demand strength.

● Following 2021 H2 surge in spot premia, 2022 contract terms also 

jumped up to unprecedented levels.

● Further tightened into this spring on war-torn Ukraine and 

sanction-hit Russia slowing supply flows from east to west.

● Smelters further west struggled to keep up with spring demand 

staying firm.

● Spot secondary lead premia stretched to fresh highs from around 

€200 /t closer to €300 /t.

● Higher premia attracting more EU lead imports this year, including 

first notable shipment from China since 2007. Also up from UK.

● Tighter spring turning to easier summer, as lead/battery makers 

take summer maintenance, some for longer than usual.

● After hot summer, pre-winter battery restock, economic slowdown 

or meltdown, Stolberg restart, energy-led smelter squeeze all key 

in determining degree of autumn retightening.

DATA: S&P Global, CRU

* Basis is ex-works mainland Europe for secondary lead. ** Year-to-date (ytd) is January to June.
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10DATA: ICE data, LLP and its affiliates

Already higher European gas prices rocket after Russian invasion of Ukraine

* €347/MWh on 26 August 2022. ** €240/MWh on 31 August 2022.
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How much of Russian lead excess will switch away from Europe ?
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● Deteriorating situation as rising tensions turn to action on 24 

February as Russia invades Ukraine.

● Small Ukraine lead market. 2021 – 18kt demand, 28kt production, 

10kt net exports to east European neighbours.

● Larger Russian lead market. Production (all recycling) exceeds 

consumption, so net exporter, with outflow rising in recent years.

● 2021 Russian lead exports – 50% to Europe, 35% to ex.China 

Asia, a little more to USA, first shipment to China since 2014.

● Both demand and production being hit inside Russia this year, but 

still a sizeable amount of metal available for export.

● How much metal outflow switching away from Europe towards 

Asia as sanctions hit spot then contract shipments to the West ?

● Russian trade data ‘stuck’ at January, so few clues on 2022 flow 

changes…

o Turkey imported 5,547 t in 2022 H1, down from 15,496 t in 2021 H1.

o China imported 16kg in July.

o Vietnam imported 201 t in May.

DATA: S&P Global, Infomine, CRU

* Year-to-date (ytd) is January only.
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New auto lead batteries still have role to play in ‘green’ energy storage transition
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● Chip shortages, war in Ukraine fuelling inflation, Chinese lockdowns, logistical 

logjam all serving to stretch out global vehicle recovery into 2023-2024.

● Slower new vehicle output growth to slow OE auto lead battery sales growth.

● Global transition to greater vehicle electrification and move away from 

conventional internal combustion-engine (ICE) powertrains to new energy 

vehicles (NEVs – fuller HEVs and full BEVs) imbedded in auto world.

● More government timelines set for powertrain switchover, with national ICE 

vehicle bans coming mainly through the 2030s. Some offering incentives to 

encourage uptake in the interim period.

● CRU’s modelling of global vehicle demand by powertrain sees ICE volume 

recovering to a 2024 peak well below 2017 high-water mark.

● ICE’s share of total down from ~90% in 2020 to ~50% in 2030, 35% in 2040.

● BEVs share up from 3% in 2020 to nearly 30% in 2030, nearly 40% in 2040.

● Rapid rise in NEVs also means rapid rise in lithium battery usage.

● BUT only modest impact on OE lead battery demand growth.

● Low voltage 12V lead-based batteries will continue to be used for starter and 

auxiliary functions in the majority of ICE and NEVs through 2020s.

● Some car makers use 12V lithium batteries (Hyundai, BYD, Tesla), but others 

could be slow to follow for cost and safety reasons.

DATA: CRU

* ICE = Internal Combustion Engine vehicle, including  micro ‘stop-start’ HEVs. HEV – Hybrid Electric Vehicle, PHEV – Plug-in HEV, BEV – Battery-powered Electric Vehicle, FCEV – Fuel-Cell Electric 

Vehicle, PFCEV – Plug-in Fuel-Cell EV. Data is from June 2022 update of CRU vehicle model for combined light and heavy duty vehicles, including buses.
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Long tail of replacement auto lead batteries, big opportunities outside auto as well
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● Replacing existing batteries in vehicles on the road will continue to hugely outstrip OE automotive lead battery demand for new vehicles, 

resulting in net auto lead battery demand growth ahead, albeit moderating through time:

o Lead battery typically replaced 2-3 times in a light vehicle’s lifetime. Long tail of replacement demand stretching decades rather than years beyond ICE ban 

deadlines ahead. Recession-resilient replacement auto batteries.

o More extreme weather events to put greater battery endurance to the test. Despite big improvements, still true that as an automotive lead battery ages it 

becomes more likely to fail in extreme temperatures, more marked in cold winters than hot summers. 

● Industrial lead battery demand most likely set on modest growth path through 2020s, albeit with huge upside potential (ESS) if also some 

downside risks (fork-lifts):

o Main threat to lead batteries in industrial uses also comes from lithium batteries, notably in motive power for fork-lift trucks in developed countries.

o However, lead batteries likely to remain dominant chemistry in most industrial uses for years to come, if holding up better in reserve power than motive power.

o Big opportunity beckoning in reserve power, coming from a combination of sharply higher lithium automotive battery use, elevated prices for some lithium 

battery raw materials (e.g. cobalt, nickel) and further performance improvements in relatively cheaper lead batteries.

o One promising area is load-levelling Energy Storage Systems (ESS) as ‘clean energy’ renewables contribute more to power grids, with lead batteries TCO* 

becoming more cost competitive with lithium batteries, not only at grid scale but also for domestic use.

o IEA (International Energy Agency) estimated that renewable electricity generation worldwide last year grew at its fastest y/y pace since the 1970s, led by solar 

and wind, with China accounting for almost half of global growth. Share of renewables hit a record high of around 30% of global electricity generation.

o Growth in this sector needs to accelerate beyond current commitments and pledges if goal of Net Zero Emissions by 2050 is to stand a chance. Lead batteries 

could be increasingly seen as part of the solution alongside lithium batteries.

o Two bipolar battery chemistries making good progress towards commercial-scale production are Gridtential’s Silican JouleTM and Advanced Battery Concepts’ 

GreensealTM. Less lead content per battery, but performance ‘good enough’ to challenge lithium batteries and grow market share.

* TCO = Total Cost of Ownership. This is a better competitive measure as it includes ‘whole system’ costs and not just the battery cost through a period of use.

“Long replacement tail, new industrial tale beckons”



Can lead find its ‘Xanadu’ role in global ‘greening’ ?
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● No big step change in ‘micro’ lead market outlook, ensured by importance of ‘closed loop’ cycle. 

● Absence of compelling lead ‘micro’ narrative, so broader ‘macro’ metal price drivers to continue to play greater 

role in ‘steadier’ lead price path ahead.

● ‘Lukewarm’ investor attitude to battery metal lead’s role in decarbonisation transition limits price upside.

● Investors more excited by ‘hotter’ longer-term demand outlooks for ‘greener’ metals such as copper, and other 

battery metals lithium, nickel, cobalt and manganese.

● BUT this attitude towards ‘grey’ lead is misplaced.

● Lead is part of the solution rather than part of the problem.

● Strong ‘cradle-to-grave’ credentials - consistently high recycling rates and cheaper battery cost compared to 

less recycling-friendly and higher cost lithium-based batteries. 

● Greater safety issues in lithium over lead batteries too.

● So, ‘grey’ lead’s story is one of evolution within rather than outside the ‘green’ revolution underway.

● Time for ‘grey’ battery metal lead to re-energise its resilience in existing uses and make tangible gains in new 

‘greener’ uses too.

● So the future could be more ‘greenish-grey’ than many think !

“Xanadu – “a greenish-grey colour whose name is 

derived from the flowering plant Philodendron”



Is lead set to extend falling cyclical ‘real-term’ peak trend or finally turn the tide ?

15DATA: LME, CRU
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Worth remembering that lead price can surprise on upside !

16DATA: LME, CRU
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Questions ?

Neil Hawkes

T +44 (0)20 7903 2101
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